In this article, the Optimal Reciprocal Collision Avoidance (ORCA) algorithm is modified to make it work for speed constrained aircraft. The adaptation of ORCA to aircraft conflict resolution shows that when the speed norm is constrained, aircraft flying within the same speed range with small angle converging trajectories tend to remain on parallel tracks, preventing a resolution of the conflict. The ORCA algorithm is slightly modified to avoid this behavior. In the new algorithm called CSORCA (Constant Speed Optimal Reciprocal Collision Avoidance), the directions of the semi-plane used to calculate the conflict free maneuvers are modified when the relative speed vector is in the semi-circular part of the conflicting area. After explaining the reasons that make the original algorithm fail in the constant speed environment, the modification made on the algorithm is detailed and its impact on a simple example is shown. The new strategy is also compared to an Add-Up strategy close to the Airborne Separation Assurance System (ASAS) strategy found in the literature. Hundreds of fast time simulations are then performed to compare the two versions of the algorithm for different traffic densities in the horizontal plane. In these simulations the speed norm is first constrained. The aircraft can only change direction with a limited turning rate. Simulations with released speed constraints are then performed to compare the behavior of both algorithms in a more general environment. In all the scenarios tested, CSORCA is more efficient than ORCA to solve conflicts.
Introduction
The growing traffic of Unmanned Airborne Systems (UAS) flying in the lower airspace is leading researchers to study self-separation algorithms in order to separate UAS. Self-separation has been widely studied in the case of two UAS Durand et al. (2000) ; Zeghal (1998) ASAS Hoekstra et al. (2002) that simply add up the pairwise maneuvers when dealing with multiple aircraft conflicts.
It was adapted to aircraft separation by Snape et al. in 2010 Snape and Manocha (2010) . The algorithm guarantees a conflict free solution for the next τ minutes if the agents can change their speed without constraint. In the worst 25 case, when the density gets too high, some agents may completely be stopped before heading back to their destination.
The ORCA algorithm was tested in a previous project Durand and Barnier (2015) and showed some limits when the speed norm was constrained. We showed that when speed norms are similar and strongly constrained, the ORCA contribution of this article.
Related Works
Aircraft conflict resolution is still performed by humans in a centralized approach. Air traffic controllers have a global view of the whole situation and give maneuvers to aircraft to keep a minimum vertical and horizontal 40 separation between them. In the 90s, we showed that conflict resolution was highly combinatorial and could not be globally solved with local optimization methods Durand et al. (1996) . We proposed a genetic algorithm to solve multiple aircraft conflicts using a centralized approach with simple maneuvers (similar to those used by air traffic controllers) and showed that we were able to solve every 45 conflict on real traffic data Durand and Alliot (1997) .
Centralized methods can be divided into two main categories. Some methods Krella et al. (1989); Chiang et al. (1997) ; Hu et al. (2002) use greedy sequential algorithms to optimize trajectories one by one after ranking the aircraft. However, finding an appropriate ordering is challenging Archambault and 50 Durand (2004) . The others, mentioned in the next paragraph, try to find the global optimum without the need to prioritize aircraft.
Using evolutionary computation, our team was the first to address conflict resolution globally Durand et al. (1996) . Others later introduced a powerful Semidefinite Programming approach Oh et al. (1997); Frazzoli et al. (2001), 55 which is also able to handle multiple aircraft in a single scenario. However the solution is only locally optimal and the model requires constant speeds and perfect trajectory prediction. In the early 2000s, a mathematical model using Mixed Integer Linear Programming, which could be solved by CPLEX and ensured the global optimality of the solution, was proposed Pallottino et al. and showed that it could significantly reduce the resolution time.
In 2013, our team used a Constraint Programming approach to globally solve complex conflicts Allignol et al. (2013) . For each aircraft, a number of alternative trajectories and a matrix of pairwise conflicts were precalculated, taking various 80 uncertainties into account, before the optimization process was performed. This approach separated the problem model from its resolution and was close to the graph model proposed by Lehouillier et al. (2017) .
In the 1990s, a wide debate started among the Air Traffic Control communities on the possibility of eliminating centralized control systems by developing probably not be able to handle.
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The first effective approach used sliding forces to coordinate maneuvers between aircraft Zeghal (1998). Potential or vortex fields Košecká et al. (1998) as well as a model based on an analogy with electrical particle repulsion Eby and Kelly (1999) were also used. These algorithms took into account an important 95 constraint of aircraft: the speed constraint. During a level flight an aircraft can easily change direction respecting a maximum turning rate but it can barely modify its speed range. For situations involving many aircraft, these three algorithms relied on the principle that forces or potential fields virtually generated by aircraft on each other would add up. There is no guarantee that ORCA was first meant to be used to simulate robots using self-separation logic in a 2D environment. In air traffic control, Snape et al. Snape and Manocha (2010) (2017) showing that the latter seemed to be more efficient in many situations.
Outline
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Section 2 presents the geometrical algorithm and describes the problem that occurs when two similar speed aircraft which can only change headings converge with a small angle. In section 3, the modification made to the algorithm is detailed and its consequence is shown on simple examples. The new algorithm is also compared to a maneuver Add-Up strategy for multiple aircraft conflicts 150 close to the ASAS multiple aircraft conflict strategy. Section 4 describes the simulation scenarios used to validate the modification on different traffic densities.
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The Add-Up strategy is used to compare the results. Finally the speed norm constraint is relaxed in order to check the behavior of the algorithm for high traffic densities. A conclusion and perspectives are given in section 5.
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Detect and Avoid Model
This section describes the Optimal Reciprocal Collision Avoidance (ORCA) algorithm developed in van den Berg et al. (2011) and its adaptation to the case where speed norms are constrained. First the maneuver model is detailed for an aircraft pair, then the maneuver calculation is explained when more than two 160 aircraft are involved in a conflict.
Constraint Model
Let d be the target separation distance and τ be a look ahead time. In If this is the case, then it is necessary to modify speed vectors # » v A and # » v B in such a way that the resulting relative speed vector #» v r is outside of the constraint.
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Let #» c be the projection of #» v r on the closest edge of the red zone.
The ORCA algorithm is based on the principle that the effort to keep #» v r out of the red area should be minimal and shared by the two aircraft. In its original version the necessary minimal speed modification #» c is shared equally between the two aircraft and defines two semi-planes P B→A and P A→B (in light Indeed, the semi-plane corresponding to the modified speed of aircraft A is 185 defined by the equation:
The semi-plane corresponding to the modified speed of aircraft B is defined by the equation:
The difference of the two previous equations leads to:
This equation guarantees that #» v r is outside the truncated cone.
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When three or more aircraft are in conflict, each aircraft pair involving aircraft A defines a semi-plane for aircraft A (see figure 3 ) and the new speed for A is chosen in the intersection of the semi-planes generated by every other aircraft. If the intersection of the semi-planes is empty, every semi-plane is equally slightly moved until the intersection exists. This process is described by
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Van den Berg van den Berg et al. (2011) . This is the main difference with the ASAS approach based on Modified Potential Voltage (MVP). In the (MVP) approach, the maneuvers are calculated for pairs of aircraft and when 2 or more maneuvers are calculated for the same aircraft, the resulting maneuver is the sum of each single maneuver. 
Possible Heading Range
In this paper, heading changes are the only possible maneuvers for aircraft.
The capacity of aircraft to change speed is small. A velocity increase or reduction 
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The norm of the aircraft speeds remains constant throughout the conflict resolution process if and only if:
Because of the speed norm constraint, the new vectors must be chosen on the green arc (see figure 2) . The arc length is limited by the maximum turning rate.
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In the further experiments, we compare a standard turning rate (3 degrees per second) and a doubled standard turning rate (6 degrees per second). If the time step is set to 3 seconds, the arc range is ±9 degrees for the standard turning rate and ±18 degrees for the doubled standard turning rate. In the present case, in order to ensure that aircraft reach their destinations, the ideal heading h i (the heading toward the destination) is first calculated and 220 the "closest" approach is used considering h i instead of the current heading h c Algorithm 1 describes the ORCA algorithm. Time is discretized into time steps t s (for the experiments t s = 3 seconds). As long as every aircraft has not reached its destination, every aircraft pair (i,j) is checked to calculate semi-planes P j→i and P i→j . For every aircraft i, the intersection of the P k→i with k = i 
ORCA modification for Constant Speeds
The ORCA algorithm described in the previous section does not solve conflicts for small angle converging aircraft that can only change headings Durand and 235 Barnier (2015) . It tends to postpone the conflict outside of time window τ . for # » v A and # » v B in directions that are not parallel to one of the cone sides (see figure 4) . As a result, depending on the initial conditions, the new aircraft speeds tend to become parallel instead of choosing directions that solve the conflict. This is called the horizon effect in game theory. Instead of solving the conflict, the algorithm tends to postpone the conflict outside the time window.
Critical cases
A B d d/τ # » v A # » v B #» v r #» c
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When the relative vector is in the circular part of the forbidden cone, it means that the conflict is "just starting" and it is "cheaper" to postpone it than to solve it. This continuous approach of solving the conflict prevents both aircraft from making a resolution decision. Aircraft tend to end-up parallel and divert from their destination. This phenomenon is made worse by the speed 250 norm constraint. In figure 5 , the two aircraft converging to the center of the figure (red lines) with the same speed are turned in opposite directions and progressively choose parallel speeds. The conflict is solved, because the aircraft are parallel, but the aircraft cannot reach their destinations.
Algorithm modification
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To deal with the problem described in the previous section, the relative speed vector #» v r is projected on the side of the cone even when it is in the circular part of the forbidden zone. In figure 6 aircraft A and B are moved to the left as soon as the relative speed #» v r gets in the forbidden zone. This helps solve the conflict and avoids the horizon effect described in the previous section.
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In figure 7 , the two aircraft converging to the center of the figure (red lines) with the same speed are turned left and can reach their destination while solving the conflict.
The effect of the algorithm can be observed on a bigger example involving 10 aircraft converging on a point from a circle arc. The converging angle between 265 the aircraft is 6 degrees. They all fly with the same speed and are initially supposed to reach the center of the circle at the same time.
With the ORCA algorithm (see figure 8) , the aircraft choose parallel tracks and cannot reach their initial destinations. With the CSORCA modification (see figure 9 ), the aircraft manage to solve their conflicts and reach their destinations. semi-planes to define the conflict free heading domain, a speed deviation is calculated for each intruding aircraft and they are Added-Up to determine a resulting speed. When the speed norm is constrained, the heading changes are added-up and the resulting heading is limited by the maximum turning rate.
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This strategy is applied on a 8 aircraft conflict in figure 10 . It cannot solve the 10 aircraft example without conflict. It will be called the Add-Up strategy in the next section.
Experimental results
We showed in Durand and Barnier (2015) that the ORCA algorithm in its 285 initial version is not efficient when the speed norms are constrained. Even with low densities, such as presented in figure 11 , the phenomenon presented in part 3.1 prevents aircraft from reaching their destination while staying in the window. The aircraft speeds are set to 1 (speeds are normalized), which means that all aircraft fly at the same speed. This is not totally realistic, but similar results
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are obtained with nominal speed norms varying by ±20% and some preliminary tests have shown that the worst situations appear when speed norms are close to each other. The time step t s is set to 3 seconds.
The parameter τ is fixed at τ = 120 s (i.e. 2 minutes) because it is a good compromise: if the lookahead time is too long, the algorithm is less efficient 315 for high densities because too many conflicts are simultaneously taken into account and the permitted zones often are empty; whereas if τ is too short, some conflicts appear too late to be resolved. A sensitivity analysis done with a 3 degrees/second maximum turn rate and no speed norm variation showed that for low densities (up to 30 aircraft) a longer τ value can minimize the number 320 of failures (see table 2) but for higher densities, τ = 120 seconds is the best For each scenario, the number of runs which fail because aircraft are "pushed" 330 out of the 500 × 500 nautical mile sector before reaching their destination is counted. The number of runs which do not solve every conflict is also counted.
For the remaining runs, the trajectory lengthening (the ratio of the modified trajectory and the original trajectory) is measured. CSORCA, the number of failures grows with the density and reaches 100% only for high densities involving 90 aircraft.
The Add-Up strategy (see figure 3) is better than the initial ORCA approach but it is unable to solve 30 aircraft problems. The main cause off failure is due to a separation violation for multiple aircraft conflicts.
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When doubling the maximum turning rate by allowing a maximum 6 degrees per second turning rate, table 4 shows that the number of failures is not reduced except for very low densities for which it drops from 96 to 93. However, the CSORCA algorithm gives much better results, with almost no failures before reaching 50 aircraft and a lower rate of failures for higher densities.
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When comparing the results in terms of border violation, tables 1 and 4 show that for the ORCA algorithm and low densities, the main reason for failure is due to border violation. This is a consequence of the phenomenon observed in figure 6 where aircraft tend to "push" each other and finally reach the limits of the resolution area. mean delay due to maneuvers increases with the density, which seems logical and when the maximum turning rate is increased, which was also expected.
4.2. ORCA and CSORCA comparison on various densities and small speed norm variations.
In this section the previous tests are reproduced and allow a small speed norm 365 variation to check the behavior of the modified algorithm when the speed norm constraint is relaxed. A 5% speed norm modification around the nominal speed is allowed (see figure 5 ). With the CSORCA algorithm the number of failures is decreased, even for high densities. With the ORCA algorithm, the number of failures is only significantly decreased for very low densities (10 aircraft). This
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shows that the modification made on ORCA is compatible with a relaxed speed norm constraint environment.
When the speed norm can be modified by + − 15%, the CSORCA algorithm by Durand and Barnier in Durand and Barnier (2015) . We showed that the speed constraint prevented the algorithm from solving conflicts when aircraft had similar constrained speeds. When the speed is constrained, the algorithm loses its performance even for low densities. When aircraft with similar speeds converge with small angles they tend to choose parallel tracks that keep them away from to take errors into account.
